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be a temporary increase of soil acidity during the
decomposition of the plant, but it is found that that
soon passes off and usually within three weeks or
so it is safe to plant some other crop.
Mr. Hamlyn.-After you have planted your fields
say in the autumn would it be detrimental to put in
.buckwheat between your furrows with the object
of ploughing it in when you scarify at the commencement of spring?
Reply.-As I mentioned yesterday, it would seem
to me that the best plan when ploughing out old
cane is to sow a crop of buckwheat as early as possible, for the reason that that is one of the few
plants that will germinate before the beginning of
the rainy season and will give your system of green'
manuring a start. As to planting between the rows,
I am of opinion at present that it is not advisable
to grow anything between the rows of, plant cane
in this country.
In Louisiana it has been the practice to sow melliIotis indieus because the cane although planted in
the autumn does not grow during the winter and
does not appear above the ground until the follow.ing spring. Consequently they have several mouths
available during which they can grow green manurjng crops during the winter. Here we have not those
conditions. What we require to do here is to encourage the development of the plant cane as early
aspossible.
Anything which tends to hinder its development
, whether by drawing On the reserves of plant food in
the soil Or by shading the plant, to my mind is harmful For that reason I would not grow any green
manuring plant among the plant cane and still less
any catch crops such' as beans or sweet potatoes, as
is sometimes done.'

Questions No. 30.-" Is the superiority of legumes
over non legumes as green manure crops likely to he
so marked in this country as is the case elsewhere?"
RepIy.-The application of non-leguminous green
manure crops such as buckwheat, rape and others
would appear to be particularly promising in this
country, where nitrogen does not appear to be as a
rule the dominant fertiliser requirement of the soil.
In most other sugar growing countries nitrogen is
principally required, but that is not the case here
in those soils which are well supplied with organic
matter. The first requirement in this country would
appear to be a plentiful source of humus together
with a supply of phosphate.
M». Dodds was also asked whether he could mention any other country where the conditions were
similar to those in Natal.
Reply.-South Africa is unique in a great many
respects. Among sugar growing countries I don't
know of any where the conditions very closely resemble thfl conditions here.
Question: Is it not then a fact that the only experiments that have been made in sugar growing
have been made at Cedara where conditions are·
entirely different to. the sugar belt T
Reply:
The only experiments on sugar cane
growing for sugar production which have been published' and are generally available are those at
Winkle Spruit, but experiments with other crops
not only at Winkle Spruit but Cedara ana Weenen
have been carried out, and the same eonditions were
found. The application of mineral nitrogenous fertiliser except in very small quantities of mixed fertiliser, was found to be unfavourable as a rule.
This is essentially a matter which calls for further
investigation and we have commenced a fetv experiments in this direction.
.

QUESTIONS RELATING TO AGRICULTURAL
Questio}] 31.-" Realising that cane is deep rooting and occupying the soil for several years, what
main points should be considereCTin preparing the
'
soil for cane planting 9"
Mr. Fisher stated that he would rather that some
members of the audience would start the answer to
this question and that the question be discussed
and he would then sum up the position. By so doing he thought they would get much more information than if he was to reply straight off..
. Mr. Patrick: The first essential in my opinion
lIS an amateur is your method of ploughing. Merely
scratching the ground is useless because you don't
'break up the ground' to the required depth to allow
, the roots to go down. The ideal method of ploughing to my mind is to plough we will say twice, first
breaking your soil to a depth' of eight inches. When
you have harrowed that 'down and it lIas been 8.8- '

PRACTICE~

sisted by the weather you should then cross plough
it to a depth of say ten inches.
When you have worked that down into tilth to go
a further depth of say twelve inches. The idea of,
the further depth of course is to break up the subsoil in such a way as to allow the roots of the cane
to penetrate, and' by so doing you get a big reserve
of moisture for your droughty years and you allow
a bigger working place for the bacteria that supply
the plant with food. It would be advisable if: one
was not limited by the cost to plough perhaps' only
ten inches and do the further depth by the method
of sub-soiling, hut to most planters that is impossible. I think if you have three successive ploughings and finally add a depth of twelve inches you
The main.
are going to get' a fairly good result.
point is that you get a decent tilth, you get moisture reserve in your soil, and you have broken up
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the ground' fairly deeply for the penetration of the
-roots; That is my idea of iCl"eal conditions.
"
Mr: G. H. Hulett: There has been controversy I
think in the agricultural papers on the question as
to 'whether deep ploughing is better than shallow
ploughing'._ I am dealing with virgin soil now. I
hold that the first -ploughing should be six to eight
inehes.rand then you cross plough to break your
sods, and of course while cross ploughing probably
your ploughs will go down a little deeper and then
you harrow and fallow. In dealing with virgin soil
that' would be better than stirring up the sub-soil to
get your surface soil. I have-experimented on those
lines.' or course I admit that different classes of
SOlI :\VouJd tifiect your judgment in regard to the
depth Of ploughing. 'I am rather in favour of surface soiling only' with fairly good soils.
Mr. 'l'ownsend : We are all, novices at this game,
1111 t I ha ve had a pretty long experience at preparing
soil 'for cane, and I think the first essential in
ploughing- up a field is to preserve as much as possiblethe green growth that is already in Hie field,
not to chop it down and burn it away as a lot of people often do, but to dig it down where 'the 'plough
won't take it and turn it into the furrow as-the
plough/goes along. If we follow that we will eonserve a great creal of the humus which is' being
wasted to-day. If you are a farmer and not a jobber
you will see that your farm is properly ploughed
and that there is not a shigle inch in waste. Every
furrow, should go through and turn the sods right
over. ',"
'
I havsbeen through many fields and I am afraid
that is a .system which is very little observed. The
, idea is to get over the ground quickly and -you see
yards of ground that has not been touched. . If you
turn your sod down and the grass is turned underneath you want to follow that, by harrowing and
cross pioughiiJg a's early as possible. - To my mind a
third cross ploughing is unnecessary and is an unnecessary expense. - The idea is as much as possible
not to disturb your soil after ploughing it, so as
to allow the decomposition of the vegetable matter
and the growth of bacteria in the soil.
You can
only' do that by allowing your soil to remain in a
dormant condition 'without disturbing it continually. If not you will destroy the bacteria life and
reduce the' value of that land when you come to
plant.
If you have a second growth of weeds which you
think will be valuable plough them in also and harrow down after that. Make URe of every bit of green
stuff. Having completed that, your soil is prepared
for cultivation. One of the most essential parts in
preparing ground for cultivation is to see that any
surface moisture that is likely to turn' your ground
801u' is led away before you attempt to furrow.
Anymoisture hanging about will retard the fertilis-:
'ing o:f that soil.

,Mr:' SbniIau"d: I~_ connection with' sub-soil; ,yo'~
dont Meet -to troublemuch abotit sub-soil when YOh
plant a tree'; but when, you plant cane I want to
know how.)ongthe'sub"soil takes to beeomeeffee1;ive so',as to produce nutriment to the cane. ' How
)ong does "it have-to remain exposed to the atmosphere beforeit is of full value to the plants that are
in the ground.' Then again wliatdepth of sub-soil
would you turn over say for one season ~ I take it
that sub-soil must be left exposed for a certain
number of .months at least before you can return
and cultivate the ground.
..
- Reply-by Mt.Fisher: I 'think the points: have
been largely covered, by .the different speakers. 'I
would like to pitt it to y<nriJi this.way. That the
soil is' the plant's home and that in the 'preparation
of the-soilf'orfhe putting in' of the plant wemust
make that soil as suitable 'as we can for the growth
of a living' organism in the soil. -'- Now just a's we in
our dwelling houses like plenty of air for example,
,a certain amount of moisture, 'kept under ieontrol,
and a' 'certain something in the storeroom also, so
it is in the case of the soil, and in order to 'get the
, soil in the Tig-ht condition to grow the crops wemust
have those points in 'mind. ' .'
. ,
"
W,e 'can take :them from three points of view;
from put-ely thepliysicaJ point, of view, that is
whether your' soil is finely divided or whether it is
clotted-or-lumpy, or whatits condition is. Depending on the physical condition of the soil' to a: very
great extent, but not' entirely depends the amount
of moisture 'which you can get into the soil.
'
I don't know if any of you have thought how the
water actually' exists in the soil. .WhatIs. the form
of writer in the soil which' is of value to the plant?
Have you ~ ever thoughtrhow it exists?, Wen it
exists in-different "ways dependent upon the 'soil particles.For example, if you' take' a stone and dip, it
in' water and 'lift it out again 'you '\vill see that 'as
you bring it out of, the.water it is covered with a
film of water. 'Probably that film soon breaks across
the top and' tends to come' down to' the bottom,
where you will' get an aceumulationof water which
will gradually drop off.
. "
-That is 'the condition' you try to get, in the soil.
As rain' falls the soil particles get a fllm rof water
rounel them. But if more rain keeps on falling 'as
we have had during the lastfortnight; there '.is a.
greater film of water round those soil particles 'than
they can hold and it will tend to drip off and' sink-in
the soil. As if .sinks in the soil it will take .away
anything 'that is soluble in the soil. What is not
soluble of course cannot be' washed' away. If we
have large lumps of earth we do not have sufficient
surface exposed to hold the maximum quantity of
water. If I were to ask which holds most water,
sand or elay, you willImmediately say clay. That
is right, and why? If you had large particles and
subject them to moisture falling on them they would
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get a coating of water round them. If you broke
the pieces into two you would get two additional
surfaces to hold water, and as you break it up more
and more you get a greater surface _for holding
water, and that is one of the objects in the thorough
preparation of the soil that you have to try- and
bear in mind, to get this water holding capacity
of the soil.
We
Of course we can get it in another way.
have heard a lot about green manuring plants, fillers,
and so on, but there is one point that I don't think
has been made, and that is that when you put organic matter into the soil in whatever form it is
that organic matter is as it were cellular. It is full
of little cells or holes, and like the illustration regarding the stone, so I might take another, and say
that if you dip a sponge of the same size as the
stone into the water and lift it out again, which
would be dry first, the stone or the sponge? The
stone would probably be dry in a very few minutes.
The sponge would have moisture in the inside possibly for two or three days.
That is the position of organic matter or humus
in the soil, and if, as Mr. Townsend suggested, we
don't turn lip the organic matter, the grass and
stubble, but plough it in and increase the water
holding capacity of the soil we are improving the
physical condition or the soil. In the:- preparation of soil where it is only going to be done once
in a long term of years there is no excuse for skimping the work, absolutely none. It is one job that
must be done thoroughly. I was speaking to a
young sugar planter coming back from Umbogintwini the other day and he said his father-in-law
ploughed as manyas four tithes but he did not agree
with him. He thought his father-in Haw wasted
far too much time ploughing. What he wanted to
do was to get the soil ripped up. Instead of getting
15 acres done get 30 or 45 acres done and get the
crop in. That was the way to do it. Well it may
be if everything else is favourable. He may come
up smiling, but if things are not favourable, if a
droughty season happens to come along, he will come
up with a face longer than a fiddle, and so he deserves to. The thing must be done thoroughly, with
no skimping.
With regard to the depth to plough, there is no
hardand fast rule. It depends On the condition of
the soil how deep you must plough. If you have an
alluvial soil, a soil that is almost unlimited ill depth
and which is equally good 'if not somewhat better
down below than at the top, then I say stick your
plough in as deep as you can, because you are deepening the area in which the plants will-live. You
are making a larger feeding area, 'giving more stor'age of water or moistureand ~o on for them, but if
your soil is shallow, if you can see the gradation
from the darker coloured soil into the reddish or

lighter coloured soil, then you ought not to go beyond the depth of that darker coloured soil in your
ploughing. _
'I'he material down below has not been exposedto
the weathering agencies, and has not been oxodised,
and the material down below owing to its light colour
has no organic matter there. Having very little
humus there is very little micro-organism, and if
you put the good stuff right down and bring the
poor stuff up to the top you are simply dilating -the
soil. 'I'hat is the point with regard to sub-soiling.
If it is necessary to deepen the soil to increase the
feeding area for the plant roots, moisture storage,
and so on, then it ought to be done not by ];lringing
the sub-soil to the surface but by stirring it lip where
it is, breaking it apart, loosening it, so that gradually the agencies which have brought the surface soil _
into its, condition suitable for plant growth can act
upon that other and bring it into a favourable condition also.
In this case thorough preparation is absolutely
vital, and there is an old saying which I daresay
you have heard before, and that is "tillage is
manure. " The thoroughness with which we till our
soils must bring more and more plant food available
in the soil. I was once asked what was the best
manure to use. I don't suppose any Of you will
guess the reply. I said" the best manure you can
use is elbow grease.' If there was more elbow
grease put into the preparation of the soil than
there has been, better crops would result. If you
h'y any substitute for elbow grease in thatsoil preparation you may be sure that you will meet with
disappointment.
-' _
Thorough work means proper physical condition ;
it also means as favourable a chemical condition in
the soil as you can get. One of the reasons why
sub-soil should not be brought to the surface is
because it is so lacking in the organisms wlUQ.!1 are
necessary to create the plant food in the soil. Those
are the things necessary 'in the preparation of the
soil for the growing of a crop of cane .. The watchword must be "absolute thoroughness and efficiency;
no shortage of elbow grease." If you do that you
cant go far wrong. (Loud applause). Question No. 32.-"During the growth of a crop
of cane what factors are likely to' be limiting factors
in the growth of cane on the Natal coast, and what
should - be done to overcome these as much as is
practically possible ~ "
Reply by Mr. Fisher: 'I'hat question follows somewhat on the previous nne. The limiting -factors
which I put down as influencing the growth of cane
on the Natal coastare:-The first I put down was
moisture. That has been discussed by MI'. Ritchie,
and those who spoke about green manuring, and I
have already mentioned it in regard to the physical
conditions of the soil. To overcome that you sav if
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there is not enough, irrigate. If, after one rrrrgation, it is not enough, irrigate again. That thorough
preparation of the soil should be first, before there
is going to be any irrigation. 'I'he conditions must
be made as suitable as possible for the soil. That
is the factor which is often the limiting factor. The
second is probably a shortage of phosphates. Vve
have already been told, at the first day of the Con·gress, how we can overcome that.
The next one I am not sure whether the planters
will agree with me, and that is weeds. That is it
very important lessening factor. Not being a cane
expert, but simply travelling up and down through
the country, wherever I see a lot of weeds growing
1 can only come to the conclusion that there is no
'room for the sugar cane! No two things can occupy
the same space at the same time! If the weeds have
got possession of the land then there is not going
to be any sugar cane there. With regard to the
remedy for that, I think everybody knows it. It is
.. elbow grease" again; there is nothing like it!
(Laughter.)
Possibly the next factor is poor plant cane. That
is extremely important. If we go as far as to do
the thorough preparation of the soil, if we spend
the time and money on that to secure moisture, and
we buy our fertilisers and apply the elbow grease
necessary to keep down weeds and so on, then we
should be very foolish indeed if we did not plant the
(l)est cane that it is possible to get. (Hear, hear).
"I'ue question of plant cane is coming on later.
Now another point I put down is Disease. If we
'Could get as much moisture as is necessary, the
requisite supply of phosphates, get rid of the weeds
and get good plant cane free from disease, I think we
should' have got rid of most of the limiting factors
with regard to the growth of cane on the Coast. I
did not refer to any Bank balance or anything of
that sort (laughter). (Remark:" that is a chronic
disease") .
Instead of the statement that the farmer gets his
Bank to show him his balance, I would rather that
the farmer considered that his balance is there on
the farm where he can keep his eye On it, and it is
there is his soil, the fertility of the soil is the farmers bank, and whether the Zululand planters like
us to tell them or not-I don't think Mr. Patrick
objects anyway because I believe he said the same
thing yesterday-s-what many a farmer at the present
time reckons as profit is capital. I hope gentlemen
that none of you are stealing" capital" and' slipping
it across into the profit and loss account and calling
it "profit," because if you work on the double
entry system you fill find your accounts won't
ba lance in the end. (Loud applause).
Question No. 33-""That would be the likely outcome of planting bull shoots only for two or three
times in succession ~"

Mr. Fisher asked for some of the Planters to express their views on this subject first.
Capt. Greig: I have planted bull shoots but not
as a field. I usually plant bull shoots to fill up any
gaps that take place and I am careful in selecting
them for that purpose. The reason I use them is
because the eyes have come away rather more than
the other canes and they come through quicker.
'I'hey have been very successful, particularly at this
time of the year, and particularly when a man
happens to plant late, as unfortunately a number
of us have to do. I find that bull shoots fill up
"misses" very satisfactory, but I have never planted
them as a field'.
Mr. W. A. Campbell: Contrary to the old idea,
our experience has been that they are just as good as
from the tops, and in some places have given better
results.
-"c
Mr. Fisher replied: I must make 3a confession
here. When Mr. Eadie wrote to me in connection
with this Conf.erence he suggested that I should set
a number of questions. I did so, but I did not know
he was going to come across me to answer them all.
I also thought that if he was going to come across
me to answer them he would have given me an opportunity -of preparing for them, but I found that quite
a number of the 'questions were put down OIl. the
questionnaire and I was left in the position that I
had' no time to refresh my memory on the jioints
which caused me to set those questions.
This question, the outcome O! planting bull shoots,
is really a botanical One and it comes in where ·you
have a case of vegetative propagation. You must
distinguish between vegetative propagation and the
growth of seeds. You have totally different conditions. As a matter of fact there are numbers of
things whichure only propagated vegetatively. If
you could imagine it, supposing you could cut off a
hand and plant it and it could grow into another being. That hand would have the characteristics of
the human being. If you take maize, one mealie
growing here al1.(1 another there. You will find that
the seed is different from either parent; it is crossed
and you have characteristics from both parents. But
in vegetative propagation you keep the characteristics of the plant that you take the slip from or
the cutting or the bud or whatever portion it is
of the plant.
Take the case of the potato. If you plant" an "Upto-date" tuber you would be surprised if you got
a "King Edward" plant growing from. it. You
would expect to get an "Up-to-date" and so you
would. The characters remain very much the same.
Now what is .the difference between a bull shoot
and an ordinary cane. I take it it is simply this,
that a bull shoot is later in starting into growth.
It gives you a somewhat thicker growth, a very
rapid growth, but the characters, the real charac-
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-ters of thatbullshoot are not altered-from the Ol'ig-. is more .determined by the amount of space which
inal parent. At the time that you cut that it is pro- . there is for the branci~ or bud to grow, by the light
bably lower in sucrose. It may be. that it has very which comes to' it and so forth, and the amount of
little sucrose,and it probably has very little, but plant food that is available.
if you were to give that shoot time to mature it
I quite agree withMr. Townsend that if it is cut
would get just as much sucrose as any other cane. just about level with the ground so that the blld!
'I'herefore, from that point' of view, they 'remain the. gets firmly established in the soil, that is the right'
same and it will have no effect on the resulting practice.
Question No, 35.-' 'In the selection of plant cane,
crop by planting a bull shoot.
If, however, there is no delay in starting into what special points should be considered ~"
growth and there is' sufficient nutriment in the plant
Capt. Greig: I have planted canes of various ages
behind them to force the. growth along so that it im- but I have always found that cane approximately
mediately comes away there.is nothing to fear. Be- fourteen months old gives the best results, and either
cause the bull shoot has a low percentage of sucrose plant or first ratoon plant cane for choice. First
there is .no reason to fear the building up of a ratcons -are very satisfactory indeed. I have found
variGty veryIow .in that respect.
.
that it is better to cut one's cane in fairly short
Question No.' 34,:-"" 'lIas' the method of cutting lengths and not allow it to remain in the furrow in
the cane ally effect upon the 'quantity of shoots pro- one long stick. Eighteen inches to two feet appears
duced in the ratoon crop, and if so, what is the. best to be the most satisfactory length.
.
way to cut the canes ~ JJ
.
Mr. W. A. Campbell: I consider that you should
l\h,To,,;nselld: I dont think there is any question select your plant field' and see that it is healthy and
.at all in our minds as to this. I know many planters free of disease, and cut a long top and send the
don't worry of course. I have seen fields with two balance to the factory. By doing that you eliminate
or three and even four inches of cane standing' on the root fungus, In the early days we .never plant-:
· the ground, Which is bound to result in deterioration ed cane as a whole; the tops were always cut, and if
in ratoons. The proper method of cutting cane as I .we were.pushed we cut what I term a very long top,
have been taught since the early days is to cut the 'but we always selected those tops from a plant field
cane level with the ground. The result is that in- . or vigorous first ratoon field, but the planting of
stead of the eyes coming out just above the ground whole canes has only come Into existence within the
they come from down· below and you have a very last few years, due chiefly to the shortage of labour
healthy strong resulting ratoon, much better than and the facilities one has for planting, I don't think
if cut higher.
. there is any question about it, it is a wrong policy to
Mr. Dodds: . Arising out of what Mr. Townsend plant cane whole, unless the particular field can be
says I would like to point out that in Louisiana I guaranteed free from root fungus. If it is not free
found it was ~trongly insisted upon that the cane you will propagate that root fungus in the new field.
. should be cut as low as. possible, and in fact they I think older men in the business, like Mr. Townshave a special implement for that purpose known as end, will bear me out in what I say. .
.
a. "stubble shaver." That is a machine which has
Capt. Greig: I forgot to say that I always rehorizontal' cutting discs, which travels over the moved the basal joint two or three inches from the
ground after the cane lIas been cut, and cuts the ends bottom to ensure that no fungus was taken in. .
practically flush with the ground.. That was regardMr. A. Townsend: My experience is that-the proed as .a very important point in their cultivation.
per cane to plant, of course, is plant cane if' you
Capt. Greig: I' dont think there is the slightest have it. I also prefer to plant cane in February. If
possible doubt on the matter. There is no question you plant cane in February or the end of January,
that there is only one way and that is to cut as low' by the time you come to cut the cane say about sixas possible. It ensures a very much greater crop teen or eighteen months old you have only the one
as Mr. Townsend says.
growth and it is far better cane for planting than
Mr. Fisher in reply: When I set the question I cane which has been planted in the previous Septem· wondered if there was any difference,whether there bel' or October. You will find your eyes are better
was a certain definite system of branching in the budded and instead of an eight or ten feet growth
root stock of the cane which could be influenced. you .will only have about five feet. I find that late
., You cut it to mould the shape of the tree, and I planted cane is a better cane for propagating than
· wondered whether it, was at all possible to cut cane the earlier planted cane.
in such a way that it might be possible to get two
Mr. Campbell is quite right in saying that the old
· sticks as against only one if you cut in another.
method was to use tops entirely. 'W,e never thought
, I have since taken the trouble to look up the point of planting the whole cane, I· can tell you of my
· and I find that the root stock is just like the ordin- experience in 1886 when the Manager 0'£ theBJackarycane. ,The branching effect of the root stock burn Factory told me to see. what. cane we' had foro'
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the mill. We went round the Estate and saw some cussion has taken .phlce with- l'egardto.thej8elec~. ,
very fine cane; then we came to a field which had tion of- plant cane: Important: points -have:" been
been practically abandoned, where there were more made; the first of course is that the cane should be
weeds than cane. I said I I what about that ~" and he . absolutely healthy. I think that is probably the
said I I don't worry about that, we can use that for most important. because-if a' bull shoot does not
planting," and we did use that for planting too. - make any difference to the succeeding crops. I canThat will give you an idea of what happened in the not see why a first ratoon or plant- cane or second or
.early days in some places. Later on of course the' fourth ratoon would make any' difference except .
people realised their mistake. ana altered their possibly it is in the rate at which the buds come.
methods. '
~way.
I have experimented with cane that is mature
As regards the composition of the cane and so on
plant cane eighteen months. old, first ratoons Of there would be no difference probably, but what we
about the same age, and' also fourth ratoons. Of": want is uniformity.' If by taking cane and plantcourse in taking the fourth ratoons I have picked - ing the' whole cane we get the buds coming away
out the bull shoots: I have planted the three of after the fops we. are' going to get ali uneven
them under identical conditions. Curious to say standard. - lean quite imagine that the buds near
the fourth ratoons at present show the best results. the base _of the stem, 'wh-ich have been shut in more
How far that will continue I cannot say.
The' and have not been so near to the light and so on,
second ratoons come next and the plant cane comes will be later incoming to growth than the buds
last. in development, Of course whether that will nearer the top. That will probably substantiate the
continue it is difficult to say. But it is interesting planting only of tops or young cane, Now we have
to know that the germinating power of the first a similar sort of thing in-planting potatoes.. It is -.
ratoon is quite equal if not superior to the younger generally c'ecognisedithat you, get the best results
cane. Perhaps Mr. Fisher can explain the reason from planting a tuber that is not quite mature. If·
for that. But there is no _question that the selec- that is the case-s-which -is vegetative -propagationHan of your seed canes is the keynote of the conduct I think we could apply it -probably correctly to the
planting of cane. If we plant a. cane that is not
of your farm.
Mr. Staniland:
I would like to know whether quite mature we will probably get more, satisfactory
altitude has anything to do with the vigour of the r e s u l t s . '
'
cane: As - far as Maritzburg district is concerned
With regard to Mr. Stanilands question of bringyou will get in six or seven months growth far better ing cane from higher altitudes, I think it is a sugand stronger shoots of cane than ever you will get gestion which the E.xperiment Station ought to'
on the coast. The question has often come to me carry out. If it -has an advantage Tam sure that .
.
as to whether in the selection of plant cane it would planters would like to get that sort of seed.
not be well worth trying some of these up-country . So far as I know we have noinformation on that
twelve months old shoots, which, as I have said, are point 'to show whether the.change of locality results i
far stronger and more vigorous than on the coast. in increased vigour oJ:; not.. 'I'here is one point wrWould the altitude have a tendency to make a ought to bear in mindandthat js that we ought Bot
stronger robust plant cane.
to 'take cane from ail exceptionally good-farm on.
Mr. Schwikkard: The up-to-date maize farmer to a poorer farm, otherwise that cane will tend to
is always very keen to carry out germinating tests go back. If you _are- buying stock,' the man w h '1
before planting his maize, and I think the question. knows his business 'wont buy an animal from n
of germination is a factor which is equally import- better locality to bring it to a poorer Iocalitv. If
ant when applied to cane. 'My own experience bears he does the stock will go back on his hands. But
out what various speakers have said with regard if he reverses the procedure his stock goes on right
to the planting of tops. But it is not always pos- away.
sible to plant tops only. Failing- tops' the planter
There is just another point 1- would like to BUg-·.
should' then pay due consideration to the age of gest and that is this: though cane is vegetatively
the cane he plants, paying further consideration to propagated we have variations within it. I am not
the other factors also.
sure whether it is not possible that some stools of
It is recommended that the cane should not be cane grown under the same conditions with other
more than twelve or fourteen months old, as by cane right throughout afield, have not got a higher
planting older cane it has been found that the buds sucrose content than. other stools and possihlv a
have reached such a state of maturity that they com- lower fibre content. I simply suggest that it is. a
mence to dry out and when planted they do. not line of' work for the Director of your Experiment
germinate, and that is the cause, or thechie£ cause P .ation. .If he can only increase, by selection, the
of the misses that one finds in the fields.
percentage of sucrose-we won't- go to the five per
Mr. Fisher in reply: lam very glad that this dis- cent and seven per cent but simply to one per cent..

•
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even-the establishment of the Egp-eriment Station
will certainly not have been in vain. (hear, hear
and applause).
.
At 12-55 p.m, the Conference adjourned for lunch.
THE CONFERENCE RESUMED AT 2~30 p.m.
Question No. 38.-"The cane Ioaderva form of
portable crane, is used exclusively in Louisiana in
cane harvesting and is a great labour saver. Could
not this or a similar machine be adapted for use in
Natal ~"
,
Reply by 1:11'. Dodds: The cane loader is a portable
crane usually drawn by mules and fitted with. a6
h.p. oil engine. Under favourable conditions two
mules are sufficient but I have seen as many as five
mules harnessed in heavy wet soil. The cane after
being cut is laid across the rows in bundles by the
cutters. The mechanical loader follows and picks
up the bundle of cane from the row by means of a
grab attached to a derrick, the grab filled with cane
is then lifted and the cane transferred to a wagon
which is drawn alongside the loader on the side opposite to the cane loading. The wagons are provided
with chain slings which are laid in the empty
wagons. The wagon when full is removed to the
railway siding, or to the mill if only a short distance, and its place alongside the loader taken by
an empty wagon.
,
The type of loader in use in Lousiana will handle
-if required 250 to 300 tons of cane per day, but the
usual daily task is considerably less. The machine
weighs' about 2 tons and costs about 1,000 dollars
in New Orleans, say £220 including freight to Durban. In Hawaii a heavier type of loader is in use.
The Goodale pattern will load 720 tons per day and
will operate on gradients up to 1 in 6, and has worked successfully in moderately wet lands even when
making ruts 12 inches deep. The cane is placed in
half inch wire slings laid on the ground, the slings
are fitted 'with slip hooks and hold 2 tons of cane.
The loader has a 38 ft. adjustable boom and the
cane is loaded into trucks on portable tracks 150 to
200 ft. apart. The difficulty of application of the
Louisiana type of cane loader in Natal is that the
cane rows are usually more Or less flush with ground
level, so that the grab as used in Louisiana is liable
in this country to pick up a considerable quantity of
earth and trash.
In Louisiana the method of cultivation is such that
the cane is eventually growing in pronounced ridges
and when c~t the cane bundles are laid transversely
across
the ridges so that there is a clear. suace under.
neath for the grab to operate. On our alluvial flats
. this met~od of cu~tivatiol), originally devised to pron~ote drainage, might prove satisfactory but on hillSIde SOlis the cane should rather be grown in eon.
cave rows to conserve soil moisture. Further details
have been written for concerning the Goodale type
~

of loader, which mayprovemore readily adaptable
to our conditions.
Question No. 39.-"Is there at present a commercially' successful cane harvester on the market ~
i~eply by Mr. Dodds: Many attempts have been,
made during the past fifty yeats to produce a sue. cessfulmechanical cane -harvester, but I believe it
cannot be claimed that the problem, obviously a
very difficult one, has yet been satisfactorily solved.
At least one type of harvester, the Luce Harvester,
which has had an enormous amount of study and
work put into its development since 1904, will cut
cane cheaply and well on favourable lands in Cuba.
and elsewhere, but the machine is very bulky and
expensive (£5,000) and appears to be very complicated. Enquiries I made of the Luce Cane Harvester
Corporation in New York elicited the fact that Natal
is not a particularly promising field.
The rows
should be at least 6 feet apart for clean cutting and
long rows are necessary for economical work, and
the ground must be level and free from stumps and
large stones.
Question No. 40.-" There being a belief that Uba
cane loses its power of reproduction soon after the
rainy season sets in, are any figures or data available
which show the loss of growing power of "eyes" or
diminution of virility in Uba cane used for planting, after the sucrose content of the cane begins falling on the commencement of the rainy season ~"
Reply by Mr. Dodds: It is evident that the germinating power of the cane varies considerably in
different localities and at different times of the year, .
but I believe this is due to the character of the soil
and its temperature and moisture content rather
than to the cane. Uba is in any case a very vigorous
and prolific variety compared with others, and I
would have believed it to be even more so during·
the warm rainy season rather than the reverse, as
this question suggests. The heavier soils, especially
the red clay type, lead to more failures in germination than the lighter soils and this is a matter which
calls for investigation,
. Recent experiments by the African Explosives and
Industries Ltd., show that the method of application
of fertilizer has considerable effect on ·germination_
In Louisiana where the cane is mostly planted in
wet and cold soil of heavy nature, excessive quantities of plant cane, up to 4 to 5 tons per acre, have
to be used to get a satisfactory stand. It is found
nseful there to pack the soil closely about the plant
cane by drawinga heavy roller over it, which assists
germination .
Question No. 41.-"Is there. any positive evidence
of any progressive deterioration of Uba cane in
NataH"
.
.
Reply by M1'. Dodds: This is a question on which
tl~e opinions of the old. established planters are required.Sugar cane, like any plant vegetatively proI
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pagated i.e, by cuttings alone and not from seed. is
believed to be liable to eventual degeneration and
senile decay. Many botanists, however, do not
agree with this, and in any ease it is evident that
the life of a vigorous cane variety maybe very long
in favours ble circumstances.
.
Thus the old Otaheite cane, one of the richest in
sugar ever known, was originally brought from
Tahiti to Mauritius and Reunion about 1766 and is
still in, cultivation to a certain extent in different
parts of the world under various names, e.g. Bourbon, Lousier, and especially in Hawaii under the
name Lahaina. It is a eane very susceptible to
disease and unfavourable conditions, and most of
the disastrous epidemics in sugar have peen due to
over-dependence on this otherwise excellent cane,
hut notwithstanding its delicate character the
"Variety has survived.
Similarly the indigenous Javan cane known as
Cheribon probably first described' in Rumpf's
"HerbadiJm Amboinense"
published about 1750,
and which, according to Deerr, has probably produced more sugar than all varieties combined, is still
the most widely grown variety in the world under
the names of Crystalina in Cuba, Transparent in the
British W,est Indies. and Hose Bamboo in several
countries. The weli known Louisiana Purple, and
Gingham or Home Ribbon canes are dark-coloured
and striped variations respectively and are also still
flourishing after very many successive plantings
from setts.
One would expect a vigorous type of cane like
the Uba to have an even longer life than these
varieties, but it might not prove to be so. At all
event,S, as far as the evidenee goes at present, there
is nothing to show that it has appreciably degenerated during the comparatively short period it has been
cultivated in this country, and given freedom from
epidemics of disease 01' insect pests, it may be anticipated that Uba cane will continue to be a valuable
cane ~or many years to eome. Nevertheless no sugar
industry ought to be dependent on one variety of
cane, however satisfactory, and it is urgently to be
desired that the necessary steps to introduce and
acclimatise alternative varieties he .taken as early
as possible.
Question No. 42.-" Are heavy mules more economical than oxen on sugar lands Y"
This question was covered by the paper given by
Mr. Schwikkard.
Question No. 43.-" Is there a pljice for the dairy
cow on the sugar farm?"
Heply by Mr. Fisher: This is where I ought to be
at home. It always seems to me that a farm that has
not a few cows on it and that has not some fowls on
it is really no place to call a farm at all. It is unbalanced. YOll need these, animals on the farm to
balance the fanning oi)erations.We as menfolk

•

don't realise sufficiently the difficulties of the womenfolk under semi-tropical conditions. Their work
is inside work and' it is work of a very tedious sort
that we ourselves would very' soon begin to kick
against.
I think if we can do something to make it more
interesting, to give an added interest especially in
outside work, to the womenfolk on the place, to give,
them an interest in the running of the farm no
matter if it is only a small section, I can assure you,
that it is a step in the right direction. You may be
inclined to grouse occasionally at something in the
house which you think is not just as it ought to be,
but 1 can tell you that if your wife was to come out
on the farm she would see a great amount to grouse
about outside, more than )TOU see inside (hear, hear).
I am sorry that most of the sugar planters have not
brought their wives along to this Conference. I
want to enlist their sympathy in this regard because I feel sure that once we can get the "better
half" of the farm going strong in that direction then
the "poorer half" will have to follow the "better
half." I feel sure that I could soon pursuade the
"better half" as to the advisability of having two or
three cows on the farm, so that there would' be absolutely fresh milk in an unlimited supply-the most
wholesome food that nature ever provided-an unlimited supply for the children who are growing up,
we would be building a better race than we are doing probably at the present time (hear, hear).
There is also this point, that man is naturally very
selfish-you can't get away from thll fact. There is
a very big streak of selfishness running through the
whole lot of us, and children where they can call
a native 01' Indian to do this and do that, don't get
inculcated into them early enough 4;hat sense of responsibility which they ought to have towards the
animals, and so on, on the farm (hear, hear). There
can be no gainsaying the fact that the sooner a
youngster is made to realise that young though he
is there are certain responsibilities which devolve
on him whereby he has to look after the animals, and
that those pets are dependent on him; that he must
see to their welfare, sacrifice himself in the first
place for any pets he is looking after, I put it to you:
that he will be growing up not a worse man but a
better man (hear, hear).
I believe there is room for two or three dairy cows
on every farm, in order to provide that wholesome
article of diet and in order to give an added interest on the farm, because children and their elders'
will generally be bound to take a much greater interest in the animals than simply in crops. I submitthat where the planter has not two or three cows
he ought to consider it very seriously. They won't
get Streak disease. There is no reason .why 'they
should' get tick fever, if properly bought there is no
reason why they should get gallsickness or redwater.
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I am: sure they would he a source ofinte~estright'
through the year.
' ,
"
,
"
,
Question No. 44.-"What are the advantages of
poultry' ona sugar' far'lU, and' what size' of laying
flock would be considered economical ~"
, Reply by Mr. Fisher: Here again we 'have something that tends to balance up the one-sidedness of
the sugar farm. When you come to poultry you get
an article of food that tends to 'balance up your
carbohydrates. You get the wholesome fresh egg,
and if the butcher's' meat does not come along you
can raid the poultry yard and need not go back on
the tinned articles. It may 'seem to some of you
to come down to fowls that it is coming down as it
were to child's play butT submit again that there
can be worked up in connection with poultry a wonderful interest that will be maintained right
throughout the year.
.'
We have a poultry conference at' Cedara every
year 'arid,it may surprise you to know that we get
between three and four hundred people attending
that Conference every'year, and the number tends to
grow rather than to' get less. ,On the Coa~t lands
youhave almost ide'a:! conditions for running a small
flock of poultry. You have fairly even temperatures, favourable soil conditions, green' food all the
year round, plenty: of insectlife, and so on.,
'
If you are keeping a small flock of 'poultry there
is no question about having curate's eggs fo},' break:
fast. ' ,There is nearly always a .surplus, especially if
the fowls are well looked after, which is available
for market, I am sure the children on the farm
would fake a keen interest iii. them if they were given
an: idea how to look after them, and if you tell them
they can have for ,themselves any profit they make
onthe fowls you will' find that you are starting to
train them up as good business farmers right from
the very beginning. 'That is one of the sensesT
think that the farmer generally lacks, and that is
the business sense. " He has not got a very great amount of business sense as a rule. If you can get a
fleck of twenty-five or~fi.fty laying hens 'on every
sugar farm I think you will all realise it will be to
your ibenefit, and if you don't feel like worrying
about the smaller things then hand them over to
the children and let them worry about them, and
you will be doing one more good turn; you will, get
a good mark for it. (Hear, hear).
'
Dl': Pat'I{ Ross: I would like to add a word to what
Mr. Fisher has said. Mr. Fisher has recommended
sugar planters to getcows, 'Ih~ve to recommend
them to .get cows and turn every drop of milk into
, "maas" except what is required for tea. They will
then have the finest food they can give an infant
that has anything wrong, with the bowels, They
willhave the ,fines,t food for children,' and once they
get in :the habitof having it it will be the finest thing
they can 'get.' , -: '
",
"
'; ,

~,.Q~e~tion No. 4~.-":What is: required to balance,

cahe tops as a feed for oxen or mules?"

,
" Replyby Mr. Fisher: Cane tops 'are very largely
carbonaceous. There is a certain amount of wear and
tear' through the body which must be made good,
and where hard work is to be done it seems' that
there has to be a fair, amount of available protein
also if the animal is going to keep fit. What isrequired to balance cane tops is some protein rich food.
Cow peas, cow pea hay, velvet beans andhay.iot'
something in the' way of a concentrate, such ,as
ground nut cake or cotton seed meal 01' cake which
supplies a 'large amount of protein food which will
balance the carbo hydrates portion supplied 'by the
cane tops..
' , "
, I know that in many cases oxen and possibly
mules are fed altogether on cane tops. We are told
that mealie meal is not a suitable food for Natives.
How would you' like mealie meal porridge £01' 'b:reakfast, mealie meal porridge a little bit burnt for lunch.
mealie meal porridge a little extra thick 01' thin for
dinner, 'how long would you work on it, and, how
soon would you, go on strike. If ';0, why keep your
animals on a single ration which yourwould not
tolerate for one day for yourselves. (Applause).'
Question No. 46.-"What pew varieties are the
most promising for trial in Natal for (1) hill side
fields, (2) alluvial flatsj"
"
, ,
Reply" by ,Mr. Dodds: "The question 'of new
sugareane varieties for: Natal is a very wide, subject
on which comparatively little work has been' done.
It is evident, that for the ordinary uuirrigated hillside plantation, T.Jba' which in course of time has
supplanted all other varieties, is a variety specially
adapted to Iocal ieonditions, and it is not' eitsy to
suggest' varieties 'likely to prove superior· tinder
these conditions. Dba is fertunatelv immune to
Mosaic 'disease, otherwise, the Sugar· Industry ,of
Natal would probably have been extinguished during the last ten years; it is probably 'tolerant to
Streak disease, that is to say there is reason to believe that Streak disease is less' detrimental to Dba
cane than to 'most susceptible varieties, ,and it is
also resistant to insects and other illliinalpests:
, The one type'of disease to which it has beenfound
susceptible, certain forms of smut, does not appear
to have proved a serious menace to Uba in this
country. Uba cane is 3.180 extraordinarily resistant
to drought and frost.andtc general neglect,lJ;l eultivating, and possesses great ratooning powers;
The only other 'important varieties which share
the property of immunity ,to Mosaic .disease :are ' a
few'nther varieties of similar (Indian) originsuch
as Kavangire, Zwinga, Cayana '10,' and Kassoer.r and
possibly the ·P.O.J"~ varieties 2714 and 2725. Certain
hybrids of. the above appear to 'have inherited" the
Mosaic immunity such, as the hybrids oftTba developedin 'Cuba, and the Kassoer seedlings fr'omt,h~
I
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United States and some of the latter are probably The sucrose content is high. but it is not a very
worthy of trial in this country.
Some rseedling . heavy cropper, and its ratooning ' properties are
canes from Cuba that were recently imported. by somewhat inferior. The fibre content is high, and it
Mr. R. C.Wade of Ifafa, and were detained by the deteriorates after cutting even more rapidly (han
Department of Agriculture and eventually handed . 36 and 213, and it is not quite so highly resistant, to
over to the ..S ugar Association by mutual agreement, frost and drought as those varieties. At the. preare now being cultivated in a temporary quarantine sent time it is being extensively boomed for plantgreenhouse at the Government Herbarium, Durban. ing in Louisiana and sold at 110 dollars (£23)' a
A description of these canes has never been re- . ton.
ceived but they are believed to be specimens of the
rtis interesting to note that these three P.O.J.
variety C.R. 64 (21) a hybrid of Uba, and of D74, varieties appeared .to be immune, or at least very
the very rapidly maturing variety of high sucrose highly resistant to Streak disease, when grown in
and low fibre content that has proved so successful Natal.
in Louisiana. This hybrid, the so-called: Super-Uba
Of the Indian canes, some of the Coimbatore seedwas originated at the Cuban Government Experi- lings notably 0.213 which estajilished a record value
ment Station near Havana a few years ago and of 19 per cent sucrose in cane in India last year,
has so far proved very promising.
The sucrose' also possibly some of the Assam Red type grown,in
content is satisfactory, varying from 10 to 14 per the Punjab, should be tried in this country.:,
cent, with a veryJow fibre, .8.6 per cent; there is
For alluvial soils the choice of varieties is exalso 'very little formation of wax. The cane grows ceedingly great and it is possible to mention only a
very rapidly and stools profusely, and so far has few.
Badilla or N.G.15 a cane- of New Guinea
proved uninfeeted by Mosaic disease; it is believed origin has given excellent results in Queensland and
to possess' the immunity to Mosaic of the Uba in Hawaii mid gives phenomenal yields of cane and
parent.
sucrose under favourable conditions. Gingor, which
None of the varieties known to be immune to is described as a hybrid of Gingham (Striped CheriMosaic appear to be of the thick, sweet type of bon) and Goru (N.G.24) has also given excellent
cane, such as is required for alluvial soils in this results in Queensland during the last year or two..
country.
Of the older established varieties White Cheribon,
One of the susceptible varieties suitable for hill- also known as Crystalina, Rose Bamboo, White Trans'side plantations D.1135 may prove to be a useful parent, Green Natal, etc., are worthy of further
'Substitute· for Uba, .
trial, also White Tanna (Yellow Caledonia), Santa
D.1135 originated in British Guiana and' has given Cruz 12 and' many others. All of these, however,
excellent results especially in Queensland and are susceptible to· Mosaic disease, and it would be
Hawaii. It is resistant to cold and also.todrought useless to import them under present conditions. as
to some extent, but flourishes best· 'ili wet; or long as any susceptible varieties, not under official
irrigated hillside soils. It is an excellent ratooner quarantine, are permitted to exist in this country."
and gives heavy yields of cane but is not partioularly
Question No. 47;-"ls it a fact that the cultivation
rich in sucrose. It has given good results at Mount of Uba mine is rapidly extending in many countries
Edgecombe.
.
including those that have never grown it before.
Some of the P.O.j. varieties are also highly resist- What are the 'reasons for' the extension?"
-ant to frost and' drought, notably Nos. 36 and 21::l
Reply by Mr. Dodds: "It is well said that a
'and to a lesser extent 234.
They are of Javan prophet is not without honour save in his own
origin being hybrids of the Indian cane known as country, and Uba cane appears to be far more highly
Chunni with indigenous Javall (Cheribon) varieties. praised in countries which have only recently realP.O.J.36 is a very rapid germinating and growing ised its possibilities than in Natal where it has been
-plant; and ratoons well. It is high in fibre and , the mainstay of the sugar industry for many years.
difficult to crush; it deteriorates rapidly after cutIn many sugar growing countries, e.g. Porto Rico,
ting and must be milled within two or three days Cuba and' Jamaica, Uba cane has been introduced
.at.most.
in recent years where the standard varieties were
P.0.J.213 has proved of equal value to the abOY3 badly affected by Mosaic disease.
Not only has
·in·the elevated sugar growing province 'of Tucu- Uba cane' established its immnnitv to Mosaic disman' in Argentina. It does not germinate or shoot ease everywhere, but it has creat;d agreeable surquite so rapidly as 'No, 36, but makes very rapid prise by its productivity especially in poor dry soils.
-growth when' once established.
It vields and Although it has lower sucrose and higher fibre conrn.toous equally well and is less fibrous: "'
tent than the thick canes, the yield of cane and of
. P.O.J.234 is a phenomerially rapid germinating. sucrose per acre in nearly every case is greater.
No special difficulty or 10s.8 is met with at' any
and maturing cane, having acquired high sucrose
.and purity in 'I'ueuman after seven -months growth.' stage of manufacture, the' difficulty in defeca-
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tion experienced in Natal being probably due to the
Question No': 50.-" What percentage of' increaseabnormal formation of wax on. the cane during the in humus content can be expected in' the trashinglong cool dry winter season, 'which has no counter- and ploughing in of the trash of a field of say 25>
part in the American tropics."
..
tons per acre cane as opposed to the burning and
· Question No. 48.-"By what percentage will the
.
loss'
of the sametrash ~"
humus eontent of such soils that is, old cane lands
Reply
by Mr. Douds: Experiments published bye
of a sandy nature that have become deficient in
humus, be increased by the growing and ploughing Dymond at the 1923 Sugar Congress showed that a
in of a moderate unfertilised crop of mixed cow peas crop of 25 tons per acre of sugar cane contained'
under ondinary conditions 1"
7070 lbs of trash and 22,670 lbs of green tops equivlleply by 1\1:1'. Dodds: A good crop of say nine
alent to 526 tons of humus per acre from the trash,
tons per acre of cow peas will contain about 16 per
cent, that is, one and a half tons of dry organic and 267 lbs per acre from the tops which is equivalent to 0.017 pel' cent in the soil to a depth of onematter.
foot
from the trash, and 0.008' per cent from the'
· The average weight of soil is about 1,500 tons
per 'acre to a depth of 12 inches, consequently a crop tops, or 0.025 per cent in all. The quantity of trash
of cow peas such as the above turned in to a depth and its composition are very variable factors, how-of one foot would only increase the organic matter ever, and the quantity of organic matter involved
in the soil by 0.1 per cent. As mentioned elsewhere may be very much greater than this. Thus in
the benefit of a green manure crop cannot he deter- Queensland it was found that green leaves of Uba
mined in this way, the principal benefits probably cane from Natal contained 25 per cent of dry orbeing the improvement in texture and physical pro- ganic matter in place of the 9.2 per cent in the dry
perties of the soil and changes in the bacterial flora. trash corresponding to 7.4 in the trash as cut, found'
Question No. 49.-" What percenta ge of increase in . in the above experiments.
humus' can be expected from the application of three
Question No. 51.-"Vloulu it be unreasonable totons of average moderately dry kraal manure pel'
expect an increase of two per cent of humus in a soil
aCl'e ~" .
Reply by Mr. Dodds: 'rhe same considerations containing already 1.7 per cent of humus, makingapply here, the actual increase in humus content of a total of 3.7 per cent after the application of five
the soil brought about by the application of three tons of ail' dry filter press cake per acre t "
tons per acre of kraal manure being negligible, and
Reply by Mr. Dodds: Yes. The increase in humus
the cause of the undoubted improvement brought content of a soil from the application of five tons of'
about by the application of organic manures must air-dry filter press cake would not be anything like·
be sought in other directions. 'I'he composition and two pel' cent but only one-tenth of this increase.
especially the moisture content of air dried kraal According to Dymond dry filter press cake in Natal
manure varies so enormously with general conditions contains 63 pel' cent of organic matter equivalent to,
that it is impossible to give any reliable average three tons of humus from an application of 5 tons
figure. But assuming air-dried kraal manure to con- of press cake per acre. This corresponds to 0.2 pertain one-half of its own weight of dry organic matter cent Oil 1,500 tons the approximate weight of one
three tons would contribute 11j2 tons of humus to acre of soil one foot in depth, and an increase in
the soil which would increase the quantity per acre total humus of the soil in question from 1.7 to 1.9' .
to a depth of one foot by 0.1 pel' cent.
per cent.

QUESTIONS RELATING TO' WHITE LABOUR.
· Question No. 52.-"Can you give the Congress any
information regarding the economic results of the
use of White Labour in agricultural industry generally having in view the alternative use of Native
labour. "
Question No. 53.-" Have you good reasons to. submit in favour of sugar planters employing white
labour and to what kinds of work and type of
labour do these reasons apply."
Mr. H. Fowler, Chief Factories Inspector, combineEI his replies to these two questions, as follows :
"I have come down here tQ represent the Department of Labour and in doing so I wish to express

on behalf of the Department the thanks of the Department to the Congress in allowing us to be represented here, and at the same time I have to offer'
an apology because I am not the best representativethat could have been sent.
The Secretary for
Labour 'would have liked to have come, and he has.
asked me to apologise that his duties in Cape Town
have prevented him from coming. It was also the
intention to send down the Chief Welfare Officer
who is far more au fait with the work than I am.
'I'he Minister of Labour -h as indicated the policy of
the Department on more than one occasion more'
especially last .year at the Agricultural Congress,
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